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What is a virtual safe®?
A virtual or electronic safe® is a virtual storage and filing space,
secure and impregnable, from which you can retrieve sensitive
information without any alteration. This space allows you to
centralize all of your sensitive content (insurance policies, copies
of passports, pay slips, vaccination records, etc.) securely in digital
format.
To learn more about the electronic safe, please read the white
paper on this topic from FedISA Luxembourg.

What is SeeZam?
SeeZam is a virtual safe® hosted by the company SeeZam S.A. A pioneer in its
field, SeeZam offers an innovative, online virtual safe® service for individuals
and businesses. It's exactly like a highly secure safe-deposit box in a bank, but
in the digital world (strong authentication, encryption, information security,
etc.). Thanks to SeeZam, you can save and share sensitive information with
authorized third parties with 100% security and confidentiality. Supported by
the legal framework of Luxembourg, which is unique in Europe, SeeZam
guarantees complete impregnability of the content in your safe, thanks to
military-level encryption and a strong authentication procedure. Even SeeZam
operators have no way to access your information!

Who is behind SeeZam?
Go to the "About" page of this website to learn more.

As an individual, what use can I make of SeeZam?

SeeZam allows you to sort, classify and centralize all your personal
information (for example, passwords, pay slips, copies of identity cards,
insurance policies, etc.), with complete confidentiality, protected from
prying eyes. You can find them quickly and easily, even in case of emergency.
A non-exhaustive list of sensitive information that you could place in
your SeeZam safe is available on www.seezam.com

What are some of the possible uses of
SeeZam in a business context? (1/2)
SeeZam provides professionals with a pragmatic answer to the issue of managing
confidential content by means of a virtual storage, filing and exchange space that is
ultra-secure, impregnable and private.
There are an infinite number of possible uses in a professional setting. Here are a few
examples of business applications:
Companies:
• Exchange confidential documents between companies and their suppliers or
employees.
• Send information to customers with maximum security at a minimal cost.
Boards of Directors:
• Exchange minutes of meetings and other highly confidential information
between board members.
• Selective sharing of information.

What are some of the possible uses of
SeeZam in a business context? (2/2)
Insurance companies:
• Provide policyholders with safes to store policy information, a list of insured assets, accident reports, etc.
• Offer high added value to policyholders, thus providing a competitive edge.
Banks:
• Provide safes to account holders for monthly statements, tax-related statements, etc.
• Offer high added value to account holders, thus providing a competitive edge.
Health care industry:
• Digitize after-visit reports and make them available to patients at low cost.
Finance department:
• Store documents needed for internal/external audits.
HR/Payroll department:
• Digitize pay slips and make them available to your employees, with guaranteed ROI,
providing a service that will set you apart as an employer
R&D department:
• Protect top-secret formulas for new products, patents, and intellectual property.

"I already have a paper filing system that I think works well, and I even have a safedeposit box at the bank. What will this online safe do for me? "

Impregnability. The server that stores the digitized content in your safe is
invulnerable. In contrast with the place where you physically keep your
information, it is not at the mercy of an accident (flooding, etc.) or of a burglar.

Furthermore, this centralized space for your precious information also offers
you peace of mind, with a network that can be accessed 24 hours a day, 365
days a year, wherever you are and using any device you choose (PC, tablet,
smartphone) as long as it has an Internet connection.

What functionalities are available with my SeeZam safe?
Below you will find a few examples of the functionalities of SeeZam. Their availability
depends on the type of account you choose.
• A private space enabling your personal information, in any IT format, to be deposited
and protected.
• The user will also have one space per entity (for example, his/her employer, bank,
insurer, board of directors) for the centralization and management of sensitive
information exchanged with that entity.
• Maximum security and impregnability.
• Exchange data with pre-authorized third parties.
• For businesses, customization of the safe (branding, integration in a customer space).
• Secure automation of information distribution.
• Secure opening procedure in case of emergency.
• Simple, intuitive interface.
• Retrieval of your information at any time, anywhere and on any occasion, as long as
you have an Internet connection.

